Murrieta/Wildomar Chamber of Commerce Presents

MURRIETA
STATE OF THE CITY
2019

MONDAY, JUNE 17, 2019
5:30-6:30PM VIP/DEVELOPER RECEPTION $ 25/PERSON
7:00PM PRESENTATION, NO COST TO ATTEND
HELD AT THE MURRIETA SPECTRUM SHOPPING CENTER
25125 MADISON AVE. #105, MURRIETA, 92562

PRESENTATION BY
MAYOR KELLY SEYARTO
& NEW CITY BRANDING INITIATIVE REVEALED

CONNECTED BY COMMUNITY
SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

$1,500 GOLD LEVEL
15 Admissions to the VIP/ Developer Reception
List of Attendees
Logo Recognition at Event on Screen
Verbal Recognition During Event
Logo Recognition in Marketing Pieces

$1,000 SILVER LEVEL
10 Admissions to the VIP/ Developer Reception
Logo Recognition at Event on Screen
Verbal Recognition During the Event
Logo Recognition in Marketing Pieces

$500 BRONZE LEVEL
5 Admissions to the VIP/ Developer Reception
Name Recognition at Event on Screen
Verbal Recognition During Welcome
Name Recognition in Marketing Pieces

Submit Sponsorship online at MWCoC.org or request to Heather@MWCoC.org
For More Info, Reception Tickets or Sponsorships, Contact MWCoC.org | 951-677-7916